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Foreword
I offer my humble salutations at the Lotus Feet

Ours is a full-fledged District now and at

of our Lord and Master Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai

present all types of Service activities are going on

Baba. I would however like to take this opportunity

in full swing. Though we have to render our full

for saying a few words about Jalpaiguri Sai

effort to carry Bhagawan’s Divine messages to all

Organisation while submitting the report on the

the places still left untouched.

history of the District's progress.

We are grateful to Baba for giving us this

The Organisation in Jalpaiguri is trying its best
to work as a bridge between Sai philosophy and
Society. We, the member of this organisation, try
to follow the maxim given by Sri Sathya Sai Baba
–“LOVE ALL, SERVE ALL|, and “HELP EVER HURT

opportunity of serving mankind through this
unique organisation and redeem ourselves.
“Miles to go before I sleep”
Bhagawan Baba is –

NEVER”. And accordingly, our sevadals participate
in different types of Social and Spiritual activities
through the Spiritual, Education and Service wings

Our prayer to

O Lord!
Where there is hatred Let me sow LOVE

of our organisation being motivated by an urge

Where there is error, TRUTH

for own transformation following the dictum-

Where there is despair, HOPE

“SERVICE TO MANKIND IS SERVICE TO GOD”.

Where there is sadness, JOY

One of the characteristic features of our
organisation, is that about 40% members of our

Where there is darkness, LIGHT”

district organisation are Nepali speaking people
and I am proud to say that we Bengalis &
Nepalese here work together unitedly without any

Jai Sai Ram.

distinction of religion, race or caste following

Ever in Sai Service,

Baba’s message of Love & Unity. Our organisation,
as advised by Baba, is open to any individual who

Sekhar Kar

is spiritual minded and willing to serve mankind

District President

selflessly and abide by the rules and regulations of
the organisation.

One should strive only to do good deeds which alone will lead one to moksha (liberation). Moksha is not
an object that can be acquired from outside. It is a way to life itself. When you follow your inherent nature
and cultivate good feelings, you can attain liberation from worldly bondage.

Sri Sathya Sai
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Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations
The Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations, founded by Bhagawan
Sri Sathya Sai Baba in the year 1965, is a service organisation with
a spiritual core and base to benefit all mankind irrespective of
religion, caste, creed or sect. The Organisation serves as a
platform for its members to undertake service and other activities
motivated by an urge for one's own transformation with the aim
of realising one's inherent divinity.
Without any distinction of religion, nationality, race, socioeconomic status, either for those who work in the Organisation or
for those who are served by it, the Organisation transcends all
barriers leading humanity towards the ideal of 'Fatherhood of God
and Brotherhood of Man'.

The concept of fees or membership subscription is alien to the
Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations, for there cannot be any fee or
subscription for one's journey towards his own self.
The organisation functions through its primary units called as
Samithis and Bhajan Mandalis of which individuals - from different
strata of society, different ethnic groups pursuing different
religions and faiths -are members bound by the dictum of “Love
all, Serve All” and pursue their own sadhana towards selftransformation following the path of selfless service to humanity.
At no point is an individual asked to follow a certain religion
or rituals. On the contrary each is inspired to follow his own faith
so as to ensure that a Hindu becomes a better Hindu, a Muslim
becomes a better Muslim, a Christian becomes a better Christian
and so on. In fact, this spiritual basis inspires everyone to pursue
his own religion better by putting into practice Love and
Selflessness. That is why the Organisation features in its emblem
the symbols of the major religions of the world.

The Organisations named after Me are not to be used for publicising My Name, or creating a new cult around My worship ….They must
render seva (service) to the helpless, the sick, the distressed, the illiterate and the needy. Their seva (selfless service) should not be exhibitionistic; it
must seek no reward, not even gratitude or thanks from the recipients. Seva is sadhana (spiritual exercise), not a pastime of the rich and well placed.
You must have the firm belief that the aim of this Organisation is to remove the obstacles that keep man away from God, that separate
maanavathwa (Humanity) from Maadhavathwa (Divinity).. This Organisation must elevate the human into the Divine.”

Sri Sathya Sai
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WINGS OF THE ORGANISATION
Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations functions
under three wings viz. (i) Spiritual, (ii) Education, and
(iii) Service. Each activity in a wing is directed to
facilitate and help the members in their own
spiritual advancement. Although, the nature of
activities undertaken under different wings appear
to be distinct and dissimilar, but there is an inherent
interrelationship amongst all the three wings. The
three wings stand for Worship, Wisdom and Work.

Spirituality and Service are complementary to
each other. Spirituality is the motivational force
behind service and service is the fulfillment of
spirituality. Therefore, spiritual concepts learnt
through education must be put into practice in form
of service to humanity. Thus, in order to successfully
realise the objective of joining the Sai Organisation,
one must participate in activities of all the three
wings.

Activities under different wings of the Organisation

Spiritual Wing
•Bhajan
•Nagarsankeertan
•Study Circle
•Sadhana Camps
•Study of Sai Literature
•Meditation, and
•Others

Educational Wing
•Non-formal education of
children in the age group of
5-14 years through valuesbased educational training
•Bal-Vikas
•Educare
•Parenting Programmes

Service Wing
•Gram Seva
•Slums Service
•Medical Camps and Health
Care
•Sanitation activities
•Visit to orphanges, old age
homes etc.
•Disaster relief
•Poor feeding
•Free Coaching Classes, and
•Others

ADMINISTRATION OF THE ORGANISATION
Headed by an All India President who is
supported by the National Vice Presidents and State
Presidents, the Organisation functions like a welloiled machine, focused on its purpose, clear in its
vision and dedicated in its efforts to live up to
Swami's message “Love All, Serve All”.
The Samithis and the Bhajan Mandalis constitute
a genuine spiritual movement where the members
are united by a common bond Love for God and
Service to fellow human beings.

at Prashanthi Nilayam, at medical camps, doing
Narayan seva or the Bal-Vikas gurus who work with
young children to imbibe in them a desire to follow
the five human values of Truth, Righteousness, Love,
Peace and Non-violence, or the teachers who
having undergone the training in EHV help in
guiding the young minds towards the higher goals
of life or the Sai Youth who work tirelessly in the Sri
Sathya Sai Village Integrated Programme bound by
one goal of practicing the ancient dictum of “Service
to Man is Service to God”.

The members of the organisation work as one
cohesive unit whether as sevadals providing service
SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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THE 9 POINT CODE OF CONDUCT AND 10 PRINCIPLES
Every member of the Organisation is expected to undertake Sadhana (spiritual discipline) as an integral
part of his/her daily life by observing by the following Nine Point Code of Conduct which has been given
by Sri Sathya Sai Baba for one's spiritual and personal development. In addition, the ten principles that form
the core of guidance for all the members of the Organisation as ordained by Baba himself are also produced
hereunder. The nine-point code of conduct and the ten principles are fundamental to the spiritual
development of the members of Sai Organisations.
9 Point Code of Conduct
❖ Daily meditation and prayer.
❖ Devotional singing/prayer with members of
one’s family once a week.
❖ Participation in Bal Vikas programme by
children of the family conducted by the
Organisation.
❖ Attendance at least once a month at Bhajan
or Nagar Sankeertan programme conducted
by the Organisation.
❖ Participation in community service and other
programmes of the Organisation.
❖ Regular study of Sai literature.
❖ Speak softly and lovingly with everyone with
whom he comes into contact.
❖ Not to indulge in talking ill of others
especially in their absence.
❖ Putting into practice the principle of “Ceiling
on Desires” and utilise any savings thereby
generated for the service of the mankind.

10 Guiding Principles
❖ Treat as sacred the land in which you were
born. Have patriotism to your nation - but do
not criticise other nations or put others down.
Not even in your thoughts or dreams should
you think of bringing grief to your country.
❖ Respect all religions equally.
❖ Recognise humanity as one family - treat
everyone as a family member - love all
❖ Keep your house and surroundings clean - for
this will promote hygiene and health.
❖ Practice charity - but do not encourage
beggars by giving money. Provide food,
clothing, shelter and help them on other ways
(do not encourage laziness)
❖ Never give a bribe or take bribe - never give
in to corruption.
❖ Curb envy and jealously; expand your vision
and outlook, Treat all equally regardless of
caste or creed.
❖ Be self-reliant. You may be wealthy and have
servants to do your bidding, but service to
society must be done by yourself.
❖ Have and cultivate 'Love for God and fear of
sin'.

❖ Never go against the laws of the land; follow
these diligently both in word and in spirit. Be
an exemplary citizen.

SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations,
Jalpaiguri
BRIEF HISTORY
It happened in the year 1972 that Smt. Ramala

Bikash Dutta also participated in organisational

Biswas of Jalpaiguri town, had the opportunity to

activities. Birendra Chandra Ghosh donated a piece

attend a Sai Bhajan in Kolkata. The Bhajan song and

of land at Silpasamitipara, Jalpaiguri town including

the spiritual atmosphere attracted her so much that

an Old Shiva Temple having 2(two) rooms in a

immediate after returning from Kolkata she

dilapidated condition for conducting the samithi

expressed her feeling to some spiritual minded and

activities. Thus, Samithy activities started from this

inquisitive people of Jalpaiguri.

address.

On hearing it Sri. Birendra Chandra Ghosh, a

Birendra Chandra Ghosh started visiting all the

renowned Tea Planter of Jalpaiguri town was so

nook and corners of Jalpaiguri district to spread the

impressed that he rushed Puttaparthi and was

message of Bhagawan. As a result, organisational

fortunate enough to gather the proper concept of

activities started in various places of Jalpaiguri viz.

Sai Organisation from Bhagawan Himself. He

Umapada Ghosh of Domohani, D.N.Raha of

exerted his social capacity to establish the Sai

Malbazar, Shantiram Sen of Jateswar, Sushil

organisation along with some other interested

Sengupta of Dhupguri, I.N.Pradhan and J.K.Pradhan

persons of Jalpaiguri Town.

of Samsing, P.K.Moitra of Banerhat, Shri B.B.Khawas

From 1972 onwards Weekly House Bhajan
started in the house of Late Birendra Chandra

of Jaigaon came forward to shoulder Bhagawan’s
Divine Mission.

Ghosh on every Sunday. Ramala Biswas, Bani Guha,

In the year 1974 Ramala Biswas and Nupur Guha

Gita Mukherjee, Gita Brahma, Ranjit Sengupta,

from Jalpaiguri went to Rajamundry to participate

Nabendu Nath Paul, Mahendra Nath Kar, Upen Sen,

in the 6th All India Conference of the Organisation.

Krishnananda

Bhattacharya

and

some

other

persons used to attend this Bhajan regularly.
Occasional Narayan Seva also took place from 1972
onwards.

Finally, in the year of 1975 the District
Organisation

was

established,

and

Birendra

Chandra Ghosh became the first District President
of Jalpaiguri. Chronologically in the year 1977

Ultimately by the Grace of Bhagawan, Sri Sathya

P.K.Moitra, in 1979 S.S.Choudhury, in the last part of

Sai Seva Samithi of Jalpaiguri Town was established

1981 Ambrose Baptiste became the District

in the year 1974 consisting of the members of

President of Jalpaiguri. Later on, in the year 1987

around 15 families. By that time enthusiastic and

D.D.Mukherjee became the State Co-ordinator of

sincere young fellows like Rathindra Prasad Ray,

Jalpaiguri & Coochbehar district followed by Shri

Sankar Mukherjee came forward to join in the

Santosh Kumar Das in the year 1996.

Samithy activities. Later on, Amit Ray, Sudhendu
SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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Late Umapada Ghosh became the District

In the spiritual sphere regular House Bhajan

President of Jalpaiguri in the year 1999 in the 19th

started in almost all the houses of the devotees.

State Level Senior Office Bearers’ Conference at

Besides Occasional Nagar Sankirtan other spiritual

Mirik, Darjeeling (1999-2006). In the year 2007 Shri

activities like Celebration of Bhagawan’s Birthday,

Sekhar Kar, blessed with the charge of District

Iswaramma Day etc. were also organized and are

President in the 27th State Level Senior Office

being conducted in proper manner.

Bearers’ Conference at Kolabari, Darjeeling is
continuing his service till date.

A small group of youth under the guidance of
Late Sushil Sengupta went to Prashanthi Nilayam in

A Printing Press named “PRASANTHI PRINTING

the year 1985 as Sevadal in connection with the

PRESS” also established in Jalpaiguri Town and

60th Birthday Celebration of Bhagawan and 4th

regular Newsletter on Organisational activities and

World Conference.

other spiritual messages were published from
thereon. An OPD on Homeopathy at Raikatpara,
Jalpaiguri were also started to serve the local people
on weekly basis. A village named “SUKANTA

The sevadals from all the corners of Jalpaiguri
district

joined

and are participating

in the

Prashanthi Nilayam Seva Sadhana from 1988.

NAGAR” had been chosen for GRAMA SEVA where

State Level Senior Office Bearers’ Conference

the service activities like Narayan Seva, Cloth

took place at Jaigaon of Jalpaiguri District in the

Distribution were organized periodically.

year 2011.

In the year 1995 the 14th State Level Senior

Apart from the personal experience of almost all

Office Bearers’ Conference took place in Jalpaiguri

the devotees with Bhagawan, the experience of

town with great enthusiasm. As a result, influxes of

Divine Miracle of Late Bhim Chandra Sen of

devotees were joined and started working in the

Coochbehar and I.N.Pradhan of Samsing, which

organisational activities.

were subsequently recorded in Sathyam Sivam

The Bal Vikas was first implemented in Jalpaiguri
town Samithy. A nursery level school named Sri
Sathya Sai Vidyalaya was established in the year
1976

at

Silpasamitipara

Sai

Centre

Sundaram Book, promoted over the district and
people were mesmerized with Bhagawan’s Lila.
From the inception of the Sai Organisation of

where

Jalpaiguri District, the State President and the State

simultaneously Bal Vikas Classes were also held with

Team members visit our district every year. They

the guidance of Late Ramala Biswas and other

make all the member-devotees aware of the

mahila devotees. A Bal Vikas Centre was also run in

concept of Bhagawan’s Mission so that all can be

Sukantanagar village in the house of one of the

inspired and motivated to work in the Organisation

villagers named Indranath Sen.

in a proper way.

SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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OVERVIEW
Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations is

Statistical Overview

functional in JALPAIGURI with members
from various cross sections of society
and different faiths. With 5 Samithis and
7 Bhajan Mandalis, the Organisation

7

3

Samithis

Bhajan
Mandalis

Adopted
Villages/Slums

880

85

61

Members

Gents Youth

Ladies Youth

5

serves as a platform for its members to
undertake spiritual practices through its
various

wings

such

as

spiritual,

education and service for their own
betterment.
The thrust is on self-transformation
for it is only individual transformation
that would ultimately lead to global
transformation.

SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA KENDRA
Seva Kendra

District/Samithi

Address

Contact Person

Sri Sathya Sai Seva Kendra

Jalpaiguri Town

Silpasamitipara, P.O. &

Ashim Kr.

Samithy

Dist.Jalpaiguri-735101

Chakraborty
9434204534

Sri Sathya Sai Seva Kendra

Jateswar Samithy

Vill & P.O. Jateswar,

Ashish
Chakraborty
9733150536

ACTIVITIES
The members of the Organisation are involved in various activities on regular basis which primarily
includes Spiritual Study Circles, Community Bhajan, Nagarsankirtan through the spiritual wing; Bal-Vikas
and Parenting programmes through the Education Wing and various service activities through the service
wing. Importance is given to regular service activities as only through constant involvement in good work
can self-transformation be achieved. Service activities which are regularly undertaken at Samithis for the
transformation of the members and for the benefit of the society include visits to leprosy, correctional and
old age homes, medical camps in villages, Narayan-seva, free coaching classes, vocational training for
employability enhancement of the villagers, sanitation at public functions, fairs, and public urinal cleaning.
SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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The following table broadly categories the different activities that are undertaken by the Samithis across
the District.

SPECTRUM OF ACTIVITIES

Spiritual

Educare
•

Service

Educational

•

Medicare

Sociocare

Study Circles for Adults and

•

Community Bhajans

Youth

•

Nagar Sankirtan

•

Conference/Retreats Sadhana Camps

•

Parents’ Awareness programs on

Bal Vikas Classes based on
human values

Parenting

•

Bal-Vikas and Guru training

•

Parenting Workshops

•

Free Coaching and Tuition

•

Medical Centers

•

National Narayan Seva Programme

Centers

•

Medical Camps in villages

•

Visit to Leprosy Villages, Correctional

•

Computer Training

•

Eye Camps

•

Spoken English

•

Blood Grouping Camps

•

Adult Education

•

Blood Donation Camps

•

Literacy programs

•

Dental Treatment Camps

•

Veterinary Camps

Homes, Orphanages, Hospital,
Disabled/ Old Age Homes
•

Narayan Seva

•

Service Camps

•

Vocational Training Centers

•

Employability enhancement
programmes for village youth

•

Sanitation at different government run
hospitals, fairs, and public places
including public urinals

•

Disaster Management Awareness
programmes in Schools/Colleges and
other institutions

First cultivate humility and compassion. Then, learn the knowledge and the skill needed for the particular
sevā (service) project. Thus, you can make your life meaningful. By this means, you can add to the ānanda
(joy) of the person who has given you the chance to render this sev ā (selfless service) to your fellow human
beings.

Sri Sathya Sai
SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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A summary account of regular activities that have been undertaken during the period covered by this
report is depicted in the following table.
Activities

Total Number of
Participants

Total Number

Devotional Singing

Spiritual

No. of. Community Bhajan Centers
No. of. Bhajans Held
Household Bhajan
No. of Houses
No. of Bhajans Held
Nagar Sankirtan
Study Circles
Conference/Retreats/Sadhana Camps

Activities

Educational

18
216

1765

128
3610
63
66
11

28880
504
592
161

Bal Vikas Centers
(i)

Urban

(ii)

Rural

(iii)

School

Total (i+ii+iii)
Bal Vikas Gurus

Activity

Service

Total Number of
Students

Total Number
32

585

32
71

585
585

Total Number of
Beneficiaries

Total Number

Visit to:
Hospital
Leprosy Village
Orphanage
Old Age Home
Camps:
Narayan Seva
Blood Grouping Camps
Veterinary Camps
Service Camps
Medical Awareness Camps
Vocational Training Centers
Medical Centers
Sanitation (Public Urinals)
National Narayan Seva

2
1
1
1

63
45
90
55

389
1
1
2
1
2
4
1
3400 kgs.

1114
30
71
300
30
9
205
105
650

You need not surrender anything at all. Love all beings—that is enough. Love with no expectation of return. Love for
the sake of love. Love because your very nature is love. Love because that is the form of worship you know and like. When
others are happy, be happy likewise. When others are in misery, try to alleviate their lot to the best of your ability. Practise
love through seva (selfless service). By this means, you will realise unity and get rid of the ego that harms.

Sri Sathya Sai
SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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Glimpses of few activities
Rural Vocational Training Centres:
Beautician course and Herbal Medicine preparing
training course are going on at Rahutbagan village
under Jalpaiguri Town Samithy for the village women
to make them capable and self-reliant. The Herbal
Medicine training course also helps the villagers in
treating their family members and neighbours during
some emergency situations or sometimes as a
replacement for higher priced antibiotics.
Vocational Training in rural area

Disaster Management
A trained team on Disaster Management has
formed in Jalpaiguri District with the youth members
of Jateswar Samithy. They organize DM Awareness
and Training programme to Educational Institutions
and village youth on regular basis. In today's world
it’s the need of the hour for everyone to get trained
in basic disaster management as we are never sure
when it will be at our door steps. Youths outside the

Disaster Management Workshop

Sai fraternity also takes part in these trainings with
utmost enthusiasm and vigour.

As a preliminary to sevā (selfless service) you have to win purity of heart. You must examine your motives
and skills, your intentions and qualifications and discover for yourself what you hope to achieve through the
sevā. You should ferret out any trace of egoism and also the desire for fame or even of being near Swami. If
you have an irrepressible urge to possess things that contribute to your comfort or a sense of superiority over
others who are your friends or kith and kin, then the sooner you leave the sevadal (voluntary service corps) the
better.

Sri Sathya Sai
SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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Fruit juice distribution during Buddha Purnima
During Buddha Purnima a huge number of
pilgrims come out on the road to observe their rituals
from many places of Jaigaon. Like every year this year
also our sevadal did untiring service to relieve them
with fruit juice and cold water
Juice distribution in Buddha Purnima

Baby Care Kit distribution to the Mothers of New
Born
During Aradhana Mahotsav on 24th April 2019
Baby Kit distribution programme was undertaken by
the Mahila Sevadals of Jalpaiguri Town Samithy to the
Mothers of New born babies of Sadar Hospital Labour
Ward.
Baby Care Kit Distribution

Assistance in Online Form Fill-Up for Admission
Like every year, this year also in the month of June
2019 the Online Form Fill up Help Desk were
organized by Jateswar Samithy to assist all the rural
students those who wanted to take admission to the
respective colleges through Online.
Assisting students in online form fill-up

National Narayan Seva to the Tea Garden
workers’
A National Narayan Seva held on 28th April 2018
in a massive way by the Jaigaon Samithy to provide
the monthly food grains includes Rice, Dal, edible oil
etc. to all the labourers of Dalsingpara Tea Garden,
Jalpaiguri.
Narayan Seva

SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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Office Bearers
CURRENT OFFICE BEARERS OF THE DISTRICT
Name

Designation

Contact Details

Sekhar Kar

District President

Mobile :9434041908
Email: dp.jalpaiguri@gmail.com

Ashish Chakraborty
Rita Some
Ashim Kr. Chakraborty
Adarsh Khawas
Sreerekha Chakraborty
Ashish Baran Das
Rama Chakraborty
Biltu Ch Basak
Shyama Sarkar
Alpana Biswas

District Service Coordinator

Mobile: 9733150536

(Gents)

Email:ac_borty@rediffmail.com

District Service Coordinator

Mobile: 9614387185

(Ladies)

Email:ranushome58@gmail.com

District Spiritual Coordinator

Mobile:9434242046

(Gents)

Email:ashim.chakraborty016@gmail.com

District Joint Spiritual

Mobile : 9733257460

Coordinator (Gents)

Convenor.jaigaon@gmail.com

District Spiritual Coordinator

Mobile: 9733137580

(Ladies)

Email:dspcf.jalpaiguri@gmail.com

District Educational

Mobile: 9474587960

Coordinator (Gents)

Email: ashisbarandas@yahoo.com

District Educational

Mobile : 9733208062

Coordinator (Ladies)

Email: chakra.roma007@gmail.com

District Youth Coordinator

Mobile: 9614125723

(Gents)

Email: basak.biltu@gmail.com

District Youth Coordinator

Mobile :8172089313

(Ladies)

Email: munnishyama@gmail.com

Dist Joint Educational

Mobile : 8944885279

Coordinator (Ladies)
Tania Maitra
Sikha Chakraborty

District Joint Service

Mobile: 9474720195

Coordinator (Ladies)

Email : taniamaitra016@gmail.com

District Joint Spiritual

Mobile : 9800203958

Coordinator (Ladies)
Sita Chhetri
Sharmila Oraon

District Joint Spiritual

Mobile : 9434242066

Coordinator (Ladies)

Email : sitachhetri@gmail.com

District Joint Youth

Mobile : 8967543520

Coordinator (Ladies)

Email : sharmi.oraon@gmail.com

SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS, JALPAIGURI
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PAST DISTRICT PRESIDENTS
Name

Period

Late Birendra Chandra Ghosh

1975-1976

Late P. K. Moitra

1977-1978

Late S. S. Choudhury

1979-1980

Late Ambrose Baptiste

1981-1986

Late D. D. Mukherjee

1987-1995

Shri Santosh Kumar Das

1996-1998

Late Umapada Ghosh

1999-2006

Service without idea of self is the very first step in the spiritual progress of a human being for it trains you
to transcend all the distinctions artificially imposed by history and geography and to realise that the human
community is one and indivisible. Learn this truth. Experience it in action. That is the duty of the sevadal
(volunteer service corps) organisation. How can a person be held “divine” (as every human being truly is),
unless he or she has established himself or herself in the sense of this unity and shaped all actions thereby? The
human being has been brought forth so that he or she may enjoy a heritage, namely the bliss that comes of the
realisation of the One. Any activity solely intended for the individual is, on that account, barren. For the community is essential for the individual, for his very survival. Your service will confer on you and on the
community wherein you live untold benefits. It will also bring an invisible but potent benefit, namely divine
grace. Sevā (selfless service) is an important ingredient in the nine-fold discipline of bhakti (devotion). You
can see, sense, understand and sympathise with others who are akin to you and so you have greater reason to
render them help and service. If you do not feel the call at the sight of human distress or disease, how can you
muster the determination and dedication necessary to serve the unseen, inscrutable, mysterious God? When
you do not love the human being, your heart will not love God. Despising brother man, you cannot at the same
time worship God. If you do, God will not accept that hypocrisy. God is the resident in every heart. So, offer
service to anyone. That service reaches the God within a human being. It brings on you the grace of God.

Sri Sathya Sai
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O Lord, take my love, and let it flow in fullness of devotion to Thee;
O Lord, take my hands, and let them work incessantly for Thee;
O Lord, take my soul, and let it be merged in One with Thee;

O Lord, take my mind and thoughts, and let them be in tune with Thee;
O Lord, take my everything, and let me be an instrument to work for Thee.
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